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"Maritime ceo cuts
through data and
market noise and gives
views and commentary
on strategic issues faced
by maritime businesses
globally.”
—Manish Singh, md, Ideocean

hear from

the ceo?

Maritime ceo is the title for gaining exclusive insights into what the
top people in shipping and offshore are thinking.
Our team of 17 experienced journalists from around the world makes
contact with the most important executives in our industry every day.
These interviews are then turned into profiles and released both on
our website and in our glossy magazine, which is sent to our exclusive
database of the top 3,000 names in shipping. It is also available to read
for free online, with the launch issue receiving more than 11,000 online
reads on its first day alone.
The magazine features exclusive market reports on tankers, dry bulk
and the container industry from well-respected names including
Jeffrey Lansberg and Charles De Trenck. The financial section holds
important economic snapshots of China, India, Brazil, the EU and the
US from top economists.
Every issue contains our interactive Executive Debate section where
famous names in shipping are invited to comment on a key issue
affecting the industry.

Readership by
job title

Towards the back of the magazine are pages dedicated more to the
recreational side of being a maritime boss, namely gadgets, books,
travel, yachting and golf ending with a column from one shipping’s
most acerbic writers, Andrew Craig-Bennett.
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The east is recovering
faster than the west

T

38% MD

he US economy beat most
economists (and the Fed’s)
forecasts in the second quarter
of the year — gross domestic product
(GDP) grew at a 2.5% annual rate in
the April-June period, according to
revised estimates released by the
Commerce Department at the end
of August. This appears to be on the
back of an upswing in exports, which
is deeper dive good news for the US
economy going forward. What does
it mean though? Is the US economy is
turning a corner? Is recovery is in full
swing? Neither really and something
in the middle. But what there does
appear to be in America is an upturn
in confidence, perhaps the one indicator that’s been most conspicuously
missing for some time now.
Many analysts expect the US
economy will accelerate further
in the second half of the year as
austerity measures begin to weigh
less on national output. It should be
remembered that the better-than-expected second quarter numbers
came at a time of severely restricted
and reigned in government spending in line with Washington’s harsh
austerity measures.
Industry in America has more
confidence than consumers though

“When we look
at our industry
from the outside, we
are lacking positive and
charismatic role models”
— Birgit Liodden,
secretary general,
YoungShip

33% CEO

“

Latest figures out of America paint a rosier picture, but the world’s top
economy is not quite out of the woods yet
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the game of efficient shipbuilding,” he explains, before
better performance, we won’t see many ships built that
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are not
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moremaritime
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ecological impact,” said von Oldershausen.
At a press conference at this year’s Nor-Shipping
event in Oslo, classification society Germanischer Lloyd
(GL) said that the trend toward building and operating
ecoships was irreversible, given the potential cost savings
“Ecoships represent a matter that
for the maritime industry. The rise of the ecoship has
could determine whether ships are
been questioned, with some suggesting that this focus on
busy in years to come”
efficiency would fade if bunker prices fell.
Christian von Oldershausen, GL’s chief commercial
— Roberto Cazzulo,
chairman of RINA and IACS
officer, demonstrated how ecoships have substantial
cost advantages over existing vessels, which has been
borne out in a number of container vessel optimisation
projects undertaken throughout the world by GL. These
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Industry in America has more confidence than
consumers
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at present it seems. Consumer spending, which still accounts for more
than two-thirds of US economic
activity, slowed to a 1.8% growth
pace after rising at a 2.3% rate in the
first quarter. Higher taxes may well
be to blame for this blip.
However, for those shipping to
and from the States the good news
is that manufacturing activity is
growing. Additionally jobless claimants are bottoming out indicating
people are starting to find work. The
financial data firm Markit reported
that its preliminary index on factory
activity rose in August to 53.9, its
best showing since March. A reading
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0.3% on average, but still weak.
Portugal’s growth, the strongest in
the western portion of the EU in the
quarter, was export led. Similarly
so in the UK where exports to
outside the EU saw strong growth
— the UK Office for National
Statistics said exports rose 4.9%
between April and June to a record
£78.4bn in a major boost to the
recovering economy. Latin America
and Asia were the major destinations for British exports while India
and Thailand are notably ordering
more from the UK too.
When it comes to western
European growth though the biggest surprise is France, predicted
to be a long-term economic basket
case under the Hollande high tax
administration. France posted
a stronger-than-expected 0.5%
quarter-on-quarter growth with
Eurostat for the second quarter of
the year. Ordinary French consumers it seems are not so despondent
— much of France’s stronger
economy at the moment is down to
an upswing in consumer spending.
Unemployment remains high, but
it seems, if you’re in work, French
confidence has returned somewhat.
Germany, of course, remains
the strongest and largest economy in the union andQuite
so is so,
closely
concurs Remi Eriksen, the ceo of DNV
watched. The continuing
Maritimestrength
and Oil & Gas.
of the German economy
seems
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enterprise
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John Denholm, the chairman and chief
European recovery
but continuing
executive
of Scotland’s Denholm Group, believes that the
growth and demand
BRICs.
● should temper the onslaught of
rushintothe
order
ecoships
further draconian international legislation.
When it comes to greenhouse gases, for instance,
Denholm reckons 5the industry is now addressing the
issue as “economic conditions are forcing us to do it”.
Denholm says that if the industry carries on replacing
tonnage with ecoships then there will be no need for
taxes, levies or market based instruments to counter
shipping’s carbon footprint.
However, the argument to order now — when
shipping is in a tight spot financially thanks to rampant
overcapacity — is debatable and questioned by one of the
industry’s best known names.
Dr Helmut Sohmen is chairman of the BW Group,
one of the world’s largest shipowners. At the age of 73 he
has been through enough shipping cycles to know when
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Ships being built today might look a
little elderly more quickly

”

and when not to order new ships, and the lure of much
touted ecoships today will not force him to bring out his
cheque book.
“Technology is moving so fast, catapulting ahead,” he
says, “ so that when better times come a few years from
now, today’s ecoships might not be as fuel efficient as we
think in three years time. Ships being built today might
look a little elderly more quickly.”
Greg Atkinson, founder of Japan-based Eco Marine
Power, a firm specialising in coming up with green tech
solutions for ships, is aware of shipowner concerns.
“Of course in the current environment costs are a
major concern for shipowners, so it is difficult for many
of them to bear the upfront extra cost for green/ecoship
related technologies,” Atkinson says. “It’s up to Eco
Marine Power to reduce the cost burden plus present
shipowners with a return on investment (ROI) timeframe
that is appealing to them. Shipowners are also concerned
about the safety and reliability of new technology.”
Nevertheless, the Eco Marine Power boss is adamant
that the trend towards ecoships is more than just a craze
even if the hype at times does undermine to some extent
the very real shift towards a greener industry.
“Those of us working with renewable energy and
emission reduction technologies need to be careful not to
over promise and under deliver,” stresses Atkinson.
In concluding, Atkinson says, “In 10 years time
I am confident there still will be an ongoing trend
towards more energy efficient and lower emission
ships. It may have a new name, but the ecoship spirit
will be alive and well.” ●
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Wah Kwong

Sabrina Chao takes the chair

Chinese shipping
•
•
•
•

Dual language
12 correspondents across six cities
Guaranteed circulation to top China, HK and Taiwan owners
Distributed to 200 Chinese shipbuilders

SinoShip is the first and only global print magazine dedicated to
China's shipping and offshore industries. It’s published quarterly in
dual language for both the local market to keep updated and for the
international market to understand this giant of world shipping.
Targeted distribution includes all members of the China Shipowners'
Association (CSA) and the China Association of the National Shipbuilding
Industry (CANSI). All Chinese companies can sign up for a subscription free
of charge. All ordinary members of the Hong Kong Shipowners Association
plus Taiwanese owners also receive the magazine for free.
Dual language ensures your editorial/advertising message reaches the
entire Chinese maritime community. The magazine is also available to
read free online.
SinoShip is produced by an exclusive editorial from a team with over 50
years of experience covering maritime markets in Asia, including five full
time local editorial staff and one shipping economist.
We guarantee 3,000 hard copies per issue plus subscription. China
distribution minimum 1,000 copies, Asia distribution 1,000, ROW 500
and 500 at events.

Project shippers
focus on Africa

QR to
latest
issue

Henna sets sail:
HNA Tourism head speaks
Hosco’s Gao Yangming:
China’s scrapping champion
E-commerce: How Chinese
online retail will lead the world

"SinoShip is relevant,
topical and well written”
—Tim Huxley, ceo, Wah Kwong
Maritime Transport Holdings

“SinoShip gives me
insights into my
industry that I cannot
get anywhere else”
—Yang Xianxiang, ceo, SITC
International Holdings

Readership by
sector

2014 Editorial Schedule
In every issue: Lines, Shipbuilding, Offshore, Finance,
Logistics, Commodities plus regular maritime centre
developments from Hong Kong, Shanghai and Taipei
Issue 1 to include Repair, Breakbulk
Issue 2 to include Ship Recycling, Crewing
Issue 3 to include Legal, LNG, Propulsion
Issue 4 to include Insurance, Ports
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seaship news singapore market report

loop
Stay in theSingapore’s
on

maritime market

Every year our Southeast Asian title SeaShip News produces the
definitive annual report on Singapore.
The holistic guide to shipping’s new centre of gravity serves to
highlight every sector in the Lion Republic’s maritime set up.

"Great news and
'current' from guys
who care about this
business"

—Mike Meade, ceo, M3 Marine
Group

Written by a team of Singapore-based journalists and economists
this title aims to differentiate itself from myriad reports on the Lion
Republic via two important distinctions.
Firstly, it serves as a genuine sectoral annual, dissecting every
maritime strand of the country, rather than merely carrying
corporate profiles.
Secondly, the magazine's distribution is second to none: every
leading player in Singapore will receive this title, and as an annual, it
has a long shelf life. Moreover, it is distributed at many key events.

ASM PRINT MEDIA
Advertising Rates
Full Page
Inside Front Cover
Outside Back Cover
Half Page
Quarter Page

US$4,500
US$5,000
US$5,500
US$2,850
US$1,800

Tech Specs
Trim Size

Full page
210 x		297mm
Half page
180 x		128mm
Quarter page 84 x 128mm

Bleed Size

216 x 303mm
—
—

Files should be PDF, EPS or 300 ppi TIF, with necessary crops and
bleed. Details available on request

Package Prices

Talk to us about a tailored package should you require multiple advertisements or a print and web banner advertising combination
to suit your requirements. Contact grant@asiashippingmedia.com

Bonus Distribution

Our hardcopy magazines will be distributed at the all the top shipping events of 2014, including:
Asia Pacific Maritime
Breakbulk China
Singapore Maritime Week

Posidonia
Marine Money Asia Week
SMM

TPM Asia
World (China) Shipping Summit
TransAsia

Asia Shipping Media Pte Ltd, 20 Cecil Street, #14-01 Equity Plaza, Singapore 049705

events

The Breakfast
of
Champions
and
Roundtables fit for a

King

Our print titles have also spawned sideline events, such as our
business breakfasts and our new roundtables.
Held in plush surroundings our breakfasts and lunches are different
to your standard event fare, in that they are intimate, interactive and
informal.
The meetings are designed to be highly topical and bring together the
leading shipowners in a city. The exclusive by-invitation-only method
we employ ensures a high calibre networking event.

If you want to meet the
top owners in a city
there is no better way
than sponsoring the
neutral platform
of an ASM event.

Some roundtables have an
old-fashioned outlook…
Ours are more cutting edge.
Roundtables
Exclusive and intimate shipowner gatherings
around the world, helping you to stay sharp.
For details contact grant@asiashippingmedia.com

By invitation only

Enjoy freshly squeezed data and sizzling debate with your bacon and eggs
at one of SinoShip’s upcoming exclusive business breakfasts

17
May

SinoShip Dry Bulk Business Breakfast
Foreign Correspondents Club, Hong Kong
SPONSORED BY:

Venues
Venues have included:
Foreign Correspondents
Club, Hong Kong
Mandarin Oriental Hotel,
Hong Kong
Kerry Hotel, Pudong,
Shanghai
Fullerton Hotel, Singapore

Topics

23
May

SinoShip LNG Business Breakfast
Kerry Hotel, Pudong, Shanghai
SPONSORED BY:

The topics for breakfasts
include:
Dry Bulk, Tankers,
LNG, Ecoships,
Offshore Support,
Shippers, Security

For more details contact grant@sinoship.org

Tel +65 9186 2486 sales@asiashippingmedia.com www.asiashippingmedia.com

online

Keepingup-to-date
made

e-asy

Asia Shipping Media’s websites bring daily breaking news and
interviews via a global network of over 20 journalists. On top, each site
contains an In Focus section with topical industry-contributed features
as well as access to all our magazines. Readers can also subscribe for a
free weekly email newsletter.

www.maritime-ceo.com

Asia Shipping Media
has some of the fastest
growing accounts of
any maritime publisher
in the world of social
media

Our daily portal for gaining exclusive insight into what the top people in
shipping and offshore are thinking. In our first year we have interviewed the
world’s largest owners of containers, dry bulk, breakbulk, roros and FSRUs.

NEWS

www.sinoshipnews.com

Part of SinoShip, the hub for all things China maritime. Our goal is simple —
to be the global platform for Chinese shipping. With 12 correspondents in six
cities across Greater China, dual language SinoShip News is the best-placed
media source to report on China's fast evolving maritime scene.

www.seashipnews.com
The leading site for maritime and offshore across Southeast Asia. With
correspondents in Singapore, Manila, Bangkok, Ho Chi Minh City, Kuala
Lumpur and Jakarta, SeaShipNews is unique in its scope and resources for
covering the region’s exciting maritime sectors.

www.gulfshipnews.com

ASM
WEB MEDIA

Ad Rates
(Annual Prices)

Site sponsor US$20,000
390 x 100px US$10,000
296 x 250px US$10,000
234 x 80px
US$4,000

The only dedicated maritime portal for the Middle East. With local
staff on the ground GulfShip News is the only source to cover the
whole region. Bureau chief Jawad Ahmad runs the newsroom from
Cairo and is ably supported by a network of reporters in key shipping
hubs including Dubai, Muscat and Doha.

Social Media
Asia Shipping Media has some of the fastest growing
accounts of any maritime publisher in the world of
social media. Every day, hundreds of links, discussions,
polls and comments are posted onto our various social
media offerings ensuring that we now have a reach of
over 25,000 people via social media.
Twitter 10,000+
LinkedIn 8,000+

Facebook 6,000+
Weibo 3,000+

Figures as of November 1st, 2013.

